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Cruising, Memory Shuffling, all Night Long 1 
 
1. The Frontier:  
    East of Ivanhoe, 1952-56 
 
‘Never trust the teller; trust the tale.’ D H Lawrence.2 
 
 
 
(A work in progress.) 
 
I remember teetering on this roof as if on Cheops, high over the freeway-strangulated, golf-
coursed valley. And my eye sweeps the horizon. I catch the low distant sun glinting from the plate 
glass windows of the house in East Ivanhoe where I grew up. Behind me and much further away, 
lies the city's skyline: the office towers, St Patricks' spires, the Exhibition dome and the Museum’s 
thrusting wedge. And traversing further clockwise, well over the horizon, jets climb from 
Tullamarine, leaving for the rest of the world. 
 
I came to know this house from its sounds embedded in consciousness embedded in our 
consciousness. There weewas Bert’s (and later Ruby’s) tuneless whistling and snatches of piano, 
often self-composed. The roar of the youths opposite in recess and lunch, the over-amplified, 
portentious and brusque public address announcements (Would those responsible for… please 
go to the headmaster’s office…). The distinctive gear-change our father made (and I still do) at 
Pine Street, two-thirds up the hill. On clear days, there was the distant electric train, the carolling 
magpies, and perhaps most evocatively, the mysteriously omnipresent doves cooing from 
Marshall Street early each morning. The creaking in the cypresses. In summer were cicadas, 
especially after rain and very occasionally, kookaburras, or bellbirds. And there were gradual 
glints of light that enter it of a late afternoon. 
 
When we came to settle at East Ivanhoe it was N21 to posties: JX telephonically, and 1952, soon 
after my sixth birthday, it seemed to crouch on the very edge of civilization. Beyond was the 
bucolic Yarra valley where cows were milked twice daily, horses roamed, maggies swooped and 
tiger snakes threatened the unwary. The scatter of new houses faced not towards the valley, but 
south towards the city, past a miniature dished mound, like a hubcap, marked by a row of four red 
brick shops and C T Oldmeadow’s Newsagent opposite, in a domestic Arts-and-Crafts style, next 
to a Spanish Mission Motor Garage: ‘You can be sure of Shell.’  
 
On a grassy knoll, a central timber telegraph pole supported electric signs declaring in red neon,  
‘DANGER’ in three directions. It seemed to signal towards each of the directions my life’s 
journeys took: to the north-east was Sunday school, and Sunday drives beyond that, west was 
Nana’s pyramidal roof and the distant city, south was primary school, south-east was secondary 
school, and east was home.  
 
Here the Lower Road faltered and changed direction from west to northwest, skirting the massive 
timber posts and fragments of an old rural gate, climbing steadily towards the gashed cutting, and 
on to Heidelberg. Another branch struck out across the river, northeast towards Kew. Mean strips 

                                                      
1 Paul suggested the title East of Ivanhoe. He was living in Ivanhoe. James Dean’s East of Eden was 
released in 1951 and we moved to East Ivanhoe in December 1952. Frances suggested My Memory, to 
emphasise its particularity; others will remember it differently. Other titles: Night Long Mull, All Night Long 
in My Memory Palace, or Staying up Remembering, All Night Long. Another title could be Stomping 
Grounds. 
 
2 D H Lawrence, edited: Ezra Greenspan, Lindeth Vasey and John Worthen, Studies in Classic American 
Literature, Cambridge University Press, (1923) 2003. ISBN 0-521-55016-5 
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of bitumen, arched over dirt verges, punctuated with Planes, or Flowering gums. Our road 
bisected these two and continued west. It was once the old homestead’s drive, marked by the 
gateposts, and lined on its south side with ancient Cedar pines, with some spreading Cedars 
behind. It now lay raw and deeply rutted, lacerated with ravines that became torrents in rain, 
impassable to vehicles and necessitating dexterous leapings on the descent to school.  
 
On a frontier, yet tamed long ago, and not the bush: it was a time of unfettered solitary 
exploration.  
 
Our new house, two years in the building, reared like a salmon brick fortress. Behind it were 
massively protective Moreton Bay figs, merciless thickets of Boxthorn, the last six of the avenue 
of Cedar pines, with Willows, Peppercorns, old climbing Roses and Blackberries. Beyond the 
Boxthorn, was a forbidden world: the driveway petered into a farmyard, past a simple one roomed 
bluestone cottage with a dirt floor, where a large family of poor people lived, probably Catholic. 
The numerous grubby children wore scruffy ragged clothes and swore. Once the overburdened 
mother, bending to pick up a discarded necklace, reeled in horror as she almost grasped at a 
small tiger snake. 
 
Beneath the largest Moreton Bay was a capacious disused gal iron shed with a very large murky 
skylight, a large circular well and the rear of the rambling old homestead itself, now uninhabited 
and exposed to the weather. This was all out of bounds to us. Even then, it was already 110 
years old; in decline from the last of its three distinct incarnations. All that was visible was a 
ramshackle u-shaped skillion, now part enclosed as sleep outs.  
 
But viewed from the west, from its wild and long overgrown Romantic garden, which straggled 
down to the swimming hole by the riverbank, the long elevated five-bay symmetrical façade of 
David Charteris MacArthur’s (1808-87) Charterisville (c1840) exhibited some pretension. Three 
gables with their canted bay windows had elevated verandahs recessed between. Some sliding 
glazed screens still hung from the verandah. The orange and cream handmade brick walls sat on 
an axed local mudstone base.  
 
To the south of the old house was a pine forest, through which a narrow footpath led on to a new 
concrete road bridge over the Yarra to Kew, which estate agents once promised as a tram route, 
bringing the no 72 to the East Ivanhoe shops. 
 
Wandering downhill from the central stair of old house, through the abandoned rose garden, the 
orchard fruit trees and gnarled Peppercorns, Blackberry brambles and the fruit blossoms almost 
concealed two summerhouses, octagonal and with latticed panels and fragmentary evidence of 
two more, the ruins of two brick gardeners’ cottages, and a large circular fountain basin. Lionel 
Lindsay, who lived in one of the cottages sixty years earlier, evoked the drive and the derelict 
garden in his memoir in 1967:  
 

' It was the most poetical of man's lost achievements – a great garden gone to waste… 
The beauty of the place in Spring haunts me still. The ravishing pink of the peaches 
breaking the white mass of plum and pear blossom…'  

 
At the foot of that old exotic garden, under a clump of Willows, the river widened as a swimming 
hole and a landing place for light pleasure craft. Hawthorn hedges divided the old settlers' 
properties and their paddocks, where the cattle grazed, or waited noisily for milking. Timber 
platforms were set into the hedges to hold milk churns for collection, and timber ramps for loading 
cattle. 
 
It must have been Billy Buchanan who urged me to explore the house’s dank and forbidden 
cellar. Surprisingly, it was stuffed with so many old canvasses on stretchers, dank and 
mouldering. 
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He was older than me by a couple of years and a greased ducktail-headed, tartan-shirted larrikin. 
He insisted on naming me ‘Porp,’ which I hated. Come on Porp! Could I have really have 
resembled a porpoise? It was he who deftly navigated the cannoning torrents, as he walked me 
to school each morning. But he was rarely there to shield me from the taunting and jibes, which I 
attracted at primary school. My beanpole dreaminess, abject inadequacy at any sport (the only 
schoolyard measure of success, or of popularity), my embarrassing skill at reading and drawing, 
early attracted the taunting epithets of ‘weaky,’ ‘poofter,’ and worse. My very few school friends 
were soon restricted to those similarly abused oddities. 
  
Billy-cart racing was one game I did participate in fully. A Latin cross was fashioned from two 
planks swivelling on a hefty double-nutted and washered bolt. A dismembered fruit box obtained 
from the greengrocer was firmly nailed to the longer shaft and pram wheels with solid rubber tyres 
on a mild steel axel, fixed to the shorter arm, which was steered with a loop of sturdy clothesline 
cord, fixed through drill-holes at its extremities. A lever bolted to one side acted as brake, to save 
shoe leather. A cushion on carpet lining provided upholstery and there was no suspension. 
Painted green, I’d painted mine with the name ‘Titan’ in forward-thrusting, red letters.  
 
Perched in these primitive vehicles, we would hurtle at terrifying speed down a dirt track we had 
ourselves cleared, through the waving golden grasses of the steep paddock from our house and 
north of the manicured and white-painted Cape Cod dolls house of the Witsed family, on 
inexorably towards the river. Part of our zig-zag track was old and is shown on a subdivision plan 
of the Brown's Hartlands Estate in 1886. 
 
Only much later I realised that the spot which acted as our finishing line, at the primitive cattle 
track ceremoniously named The Boulevard (often erroneously and grandiloquently spelled with a 
terminal ‘e’), had already been closely observed and recorded by European eyes as 'scenery' for 
well over a century. Indeed our very terminal was painted by Louis Buvelot round 1866, and in 
one glorious dry Summer some 34 years later, by Sir Arthur Streeton in his great series of 
paintings, which include Still Glides the Stream and Shall Forever Glide, Above Us the Great 
Grave Sky and Golden Summer Eaglemont, and by Walter Withers in Charterisville Near 
Eaglemont Victoria, and painted seven years later, Ernest Moffatt’s picture A Summer’s Day 
(Heidelberg) also shows the riverside Willows.  
 
In 1985, landscape historian Marilyn McBriar mapped for her largely unappreciative municipal 
patron, the physical traces that the early settlement of these places had left behind. There was 
talk of Chinese market gardeners on the river flats before the dairying, but of their Wurundjeri 
occupants for the previous 40,000 years, there was no trace, or mention, and no serious 
municipal study has been done.3 
 
Harriet Edquist observed how in 1903, Harold Desbrowe Annear precisely framed his friend 
Streeton's views through the proscenium valence of sinuous oval fretwork of his extraordinary 
houses in The Eyrie, set to the northwest high above, in Eaglemont.  
 
The Eyrie bounds Walter Burley Griffin's Eaglemont Estate (1914), whose street's sensuous 
curves, embrace the hill's gentle contours, and contain eight semi-private parks secluded behind 
back fences, one with a Scarred Tree. Both of these aspects I had enjoyed exploring on my 
scooter, before my I was given first bike, sensing even then how special these places and routes 
were, long before I appreciate the reason.  
 
From 1890-94 and its wild romantic garden were leased to the dairy farmer William Veitch, who 
sub-let half of Charterisville to the artist Walter Withers. And so over 1888-89 this place became 
the setting for several paintings by the Heidelberg School painters: Tom Roberts (my great-

                                                      
3 Wurundjeri-balluk & Wurundjeri-willam: Yarra Valley, Yarra River catchment area to Heidelberg, Wurundjeri 
Tribe Land Cultural Heritage Council, 1 St Heliers Street, Abbotsford 3067, 9416 2905 and the Yarra River 
Dreaming Trail. 
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uncle), Fred McCubbin and Charles Condor as well as Streeton, who had earlier stayed and 
convivially painted together at the Eaglemont farmhouse during 1883.  

 
Some of their paintings are Arcadian and hint at the sensual and homoerotic. Tom Roberts's The 
Sunny South (c1887) depicts youths stripped off amongst bayside foreshore ti-tree before 
plunging into the sea, Charles Condor’s more typically erotic The Yarra Heidelberg (1890), is set 
at the billabong, north of Hartlands Road.  
 
Withers leased half of Charterisville, and with Tom Humphrey and Leon Poole, painted there. 
Later Norman and Lionel Lindsay, then E Phillips Fox and Tudor St George Tucker stayed here 
and established a branch of their Melbourne School of Art as Australia’s first art summer school.  
 
The Charterisville estate became the set for scenes from the world's first narrative feature film, 
The Story of the Kelly Gang (1906).  
  
Peter Witsed, a couple of years older than me, was another dashing larrikin to look up to. His 
astounding electric train system colonised most of their double garage. Although again not really 
a close friend, we did spend many hours together erecting an elaborate timber tree house borne, 
set on planks, which we nailed between the capacious branches of the largest Peppercorn in that 
rambling old garden, as its white sap wept from the wounds we inflicted. I imagine our timbers 
were liberated from various house construction sites in the vicinity. Later when they relocated to 
Sydney, Peter, now sans tree house, was arrested for spending a night atop the Harbour Bridge.  
 
From an early age, I remember clambering alone over the husks of so many partially completed 
Modernist dream houses, as their construction progressed, and seeking clues to imagine their 
eventual form. I became adept at leaping between floor joists, sometimes at a great height, on the 
often quite steeply sloping sites.  
 
In 1961 as I turned 15, I secured a job as an office assistant and dyeline printer at Yuncken, 
Freeman Bros, Griffiths and Simpson, in King Street, for Balcombe Griffiths and Barry Patten, 
paid only  ‘tea money.' Later, as my knowledge of the Melbourne architectural scene developed, I 
followed the work of individual firms of architects through their projects, at first particularly 
Grounds, Romberg and Boyd, Peter and Dione McIntyre, Chancellor and Patrick and others; their 
constructions, being the most difficult to fathom.  
 
Particularly confusing was McIntyre’s elegantly coiled Snelleman ‘snail house’ (1953) in Keam 
Street, and his extraordinary, multiple cube McCarthy House (1955) at Longstaff Street, near 
McKennell Street, with its spreading triangulated pergolas, its triangular and butterfly-shaped 
windows and its brazen primary colours, sadly now demolished. Next door, on the corner stands 
Boyd’s E H L Burgess House (1962-64), where the eventual bridging linkages between individual 
spaces were hardly apparent to the inquisitive trespassing youth, until virtually at lock-up stage, 
when over the course of barely a week, all became clear, just when one was frustratingly barred 
from entry. Again sadly, this is now substantially altered. 
 
Most mysterious of all to me in 1968 during Fourth Year Architecture, clambering over its 
disparate, apparently unrelated elements, was Boyd’s masterful design for (I later discovered) 
Grant and Mary Featherston and her parents at 22 The Boulevard, in Fairy Hills. Here two 
double-storied narrow elements appeared to speak across a large roofless unfloored void, in 
which platforms floated past a massive fireplace. Until very near the end of construction, both roof 
and south-facing wall were clad transparently and the platforms became living spaces, linked with 
stairs, over the garden and pool, looking out over the lush valley of the Darebin Creek. 
 
Most consistent local playmates for my brother Stephen and I were the Sampson boys, Leigh and 
Phillip. Their house faced ours to the north, and had been completed shortly after. Somehow with 
them I felt able to fully participate in frequent hearty games of kick-to-kick football in Withers 
Street in front of their house. This mechanical ritual was replayed night after night, both before 
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and after the road was formed and bitumen sealed. In summer, I imagine we fearlessly played 
cricket along the street. Summers were also spent; it seemed most embarrassingly and 
ashamedly for me, as I never did learn to swim, in ‘going to the pool’, for some reason to the 
newer yet further North Balwyn Pool, rather than to Ivanhoe. We would mostly lie listlessly on the 
grass on towels, ‘getting tanned’; I can recall no prurient interest. 
 
I was impressed by the Sampson boys’ industriousness in creating well-appointed domestic 
burrows for themselves in their front garden. I must have attempted the same in our garden, until 
parental authority intervened. Theirs were sufficiently broad and deep to house a boyish body and 
were elaborately furnished with carpet and other decor and illuminated with the smoky red glow of 
a ‘borrowed’ road works kerosene lamp. It seemed that we would spend hours on end in these 
womb-like subterranean apartments, perhaps listening intently to the crystal sets we had each 
made in tiny plywood boxes, as they spluttered sounds from, at that time, family radio 3DB, or 
3KZ. 
 
It was with great foresight (and perhaps a little pretension) that the Hartlands Road property had 
been purchased by my great-uncle Jack, on behalf of mother, with her then finance, Ken Smyth, 
a dashing airman. Just as it seems that it may have been her who pressed her parents to leave 
the urban squalor of inner East Brunswick for the pleasant air and verdant spaces of Ivanhoe only 
12 years earlier, now she looked beyond the potentially dangerous traffic and less desirable 
prospect of the newly built house my father and she had purchased in West Ivanhoe three weeks 
before my birth, with a sharply paid off Commonwealth War Service Homes Commission loan at a 
nominal rate of £5/2/8 per month, but generally in amounts of at least twice that, until 1950.  
 
Like some lesser version of the Medici Riccardi in Renaissance Florence, the block was not 
situated in the potentially busy amphitheatre, but on the highest, next most visible corner, one 
block beyond. And it was indeed visible from the back verandah of her parents’ home, a full mile 
away, on the next hill nearer the city. 
 
Further to the west was clearly visible the Town Hall's King George V Memorial Clock Tower, 
newly re-illuminated after the War in distinctively apple green neon. Even from the vantage of the 
frontier, these symbols of both municipal rectitude and of family ties were reassuringly there, just 
over the horizon. Within a couple of hundred yards northerly was the Methodist Church, westerly 
were the shops and motor garage and south westerly, the school. And for the comfort of its 
occupants, the block was the last on the Board of Works sewer. 
 
Whilst my father laboured like Hercules, shirtless, sweat streaming, tomato-faced, weekend after 
weekend to eradicate that ubiquitous Boxthorn jungle, and so reveal the driveway of the old 
house, which diagonally bisected the block. The young(ish) couple met with a YMCA architect 
friend of my father’s, David Dunn, later a longstanding partner in Stephenson and Turner 
Architects, who were then completing the Royal Melbourne Hospital in Royal Park. So my parents 
evolved a design they were convinced came from their own hand. With Post-war materials 
shortages and, my father assured me, ‘a rogue of a builder’, construction continued sedately, for 
over two years. 
 
It is a pleasant, pale and elevated design of nested gables, embracing both the view towards the 
citadel of Ivanhoe and the afternoon sun from its large picture windows and terraces. I remember 
the front stair and balustrades remaining unfinished and untethered to earth, long after the five of 
us occupied. 
 
The stark image less than four years later, of her leaving that house, on a canvas stretcher, 
manhandled clumsily over the precipice of that uncompleted terrace, remains for me indelibly 
branded on my nine year-old brain. She never returned and died within a few months; it was, I 
learned much later, a then untreatable cancer of the pancreas. I barely saw her again. She was 
38. 
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She had become unaccountably ill in mid-1955. My father blamed her illness on Moomba, three 
months earlier, that she had never been the same since the crush of those crowds. Perhaps this 
was an irruption of the small superstitious streak in him, like the number 28 that sent shivers 
down his rectitude. 
 
Latterly he told me, the cancer spread to affect her sanity (of which circumstance, like that of 
Virginia Woolf, she was fully aware) and that he was shocked by this deeply moral and pietistic 
woman's utterly uncharacteristic outbursts of obscenity and accusations of his infidelity. 
Apparently she was granted week-end release to stay at her mothers with her parents, which the 
three children were kept well away from, and my father remembered one occasion when she 
said: ‘I think you’re going to have a sane wife this weekend, Dad.' 
 
A week before she died another housekeeper appeared to look after us each day and our father 
seemed to be always absent. On a premonition I picked up the Sun News-Pictorial and glanced 
at the Deaths. And she was there: 'Essie Jean Peterson, loved mother of…' It concluded with the 
thundering text: ‘Thy will be done’. 
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2 Gentlemen.  
First outer suburb:1839-51. Brown and MacArthur.  
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William Strutt's Bushrangers on the St Kilda Road, 1887. 
 
 
2. Gentlemen. First outer suburb. 
1839-51. Brown and MacArthur. 
 
 
As I walked home from state school, up that unmade road between the rustling cypress pines, 
though it was mid-afternoon, the sky suddenly grew preternaturally dark, a deep mist descended, 
and a rushing wind so stong that I had to secure my balance.  
 
From behind came the certain sound of horses hooves, at the gallop. This was not surprising, as 
in those days, and for yrears afterwards, horses were still common.  
 
There were many horse-riders in the vicinity and the milk, bread, ice, wood and other necessities 
were hoirse-driven, delivered by horse and cart, of milk, bread and ice were hoirse-driven, and 
many local older children owned horses, pastured  on the river flats.  
 
But this rider was more urgent, more skilled. But this was a horse comnong at the gallop. I turned 
and the rider was almost upon me. As I turned, it was as if the dashing scarlet-shirted fellow in 
William Strutt's Bushrangers on the St Kilda Road, painted in 1887, not that I’d seen any painting 
then, was flashing past. He cracked his horsewhip at the gatepost, seemingly just for the hec of it, 
and magpies scattered from the young cedars that lined Charterisville’s drive.  
 
And then vanished, off to his father’s Hartlands, into the early gloam. And the hundred years piled 
back into place. In that first glimpse I could discern he cut a striking figure: tall in he saddle, a full 
red jacket, broad-brimmed squatter’s hat, and a rifle slung from the saddle like some sketch of 
Clancy of the Overflow sketched in our weekly School Papers, or the  forward-leaning 
predominant figure in William Strutt's Bushrangers on the St Kilda Road, in his scarlet shirt, open 
to the waist and knee-high riding boots.  
 
But it was his bearing that stays in the mind: the air of possession, bold and autocratic, dashing, 
athletic and adventurous, yet courteous. He was older that Billy, but not by much, but he seemed 
from a different world. He slowed beside me and caught my eye. ‘You going far to home, lad? 
Your mother will worry. Let me take you there.’ With that he swept me up behind him in the 
saddle, and in a few strides, it seemed, we were at our side gate, and he was gently letting me 
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down. ‘You hurry on in, now,’ He said in his baritone. And it seemed he vanished, just as the 
heavens burst and the sheets of rain descended. I never saw him again.` 
 
Thomas Alexander Browne (6 August 1826 – 11 March 1915, he added the ‘e’ in the sixties), 
born in London, the eldest child of Captain Sylvester John Brown, a shipmaster formerly of the 
East India Company, early landowner who owned the first steamer to work the waters of Port 
Phillip. He bought 313 acres at what is now East Ivanhoe, naming the property Hartlands and 
settling there in 1840. His son, lived on the property. It was his relative, Richard Henry Brown, 
who observed, in 1837, that the area reminded him of the countryside around Heidelberg in 
Germany. Thomas Brown was an Australian writer, under the pseudonym Rolf Boldrewood. 
When his father moved to Melbourne in 1839, Browne remained at Sydney College as a boarder 
until 1841 and then was taught by Rev. David Boyd in Melbourne. In 1843, though only 17 years 
old, Browne took up land near Port Fairy and was there until 1856. Browne spent around twenty-
five years as a squatter. 
 
(A work in progress.) 
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